NewFamily 40 Pack S Hooks Stainless Steel for Hanging
Clothes,4.3''3.5 ''2.8'' Utility Hooks Heavy Duty for Hanging Pots and
Pans,s Hook Hanging for Kitchen,Wardrobe,Work
Shop,Bathroom,Garden,Office Review-2021

Multifunctional hook these S hooks let you hang items securely without screws or adhesives
Compatible with most metal, wire, wood and plastic shelves, baskets, bins and crates to hang your
items for closet organizer. Use them in the closet, laundry room, garage and kitchen, pantry, mud
room, office, even outdoors.
Multiple Available Sizes: Package includes three sizes (4.3''3.5'' 2.8'') Unique color design helps you
quickly classify items and the ergonomic streamlined design makes your space harmonious and
beautiful. The s shaped hooks can be moved freely, and it can be put in the bag when not in use,
which is convenient to carry.
Sturdy And Durable Made of premium-quality non-magnetic stainless steel, will not mold and rust
conntaminate your items.Anti-rust and smooth shoulders without notches, safe to use for kitchen
organizer,keep your home organized.With the 4mm thickness sturdy stainless steel, our
s-hooksstainlesssteel can be used to hang heavy items(up to 30lb) without the fear of them falling or
broken.
Falling Resistance Design: Compared to other common s hooks, our s hooks heavy duty have a
special design in the end that can resist falling and slipping, preventing the hooks from coming off
when you remove the item.At the same time, it effectively prevents metal from scratching clothes
and hands(random hat color).
Wise choice: One clever solution for your organizational woes is surprisingly compact: the S-hook.
When paired with a sturdy towel bar or rod, those utilitarian, unassuming stainless steel
hooksPlease feel free to contact us for any doubts or questions, we will reply within 24 hours.
NewFamily
When you get home from a long day at work, cluttered rooms and gardens nothing to soothe your
stress.
NewFamily always looking for new ways to organize every room in the house.
storage systems and fancy containers take up a lot of space and can get pretty pricey.
S-hook is an excellent solution to your problem.
Hang Up Cooking Utensils
Cooking in a small kitchen certainly has its challengesâ€”especially when you have a lot of utensils
and other supplies and no countertop space to store them. Suspending cooking utensils from
S-hooks on a strong rod or rack will clear up counter space, leaving you with more room to chop,
stir, and serve.
Keep Jewelry off Your Dresser
Jewelry adds so much to our outfitsâ€”and creates so much clutter on top of our dressers and
bathroom counters. Clean up those messy surfaces by hanging a rod inside a closet door or above
a dresser and using it to suspend your jewelry from S-hooks. As a bonus, you'll never have to
untangle a necklace again.
Store Cleaning Supplies
No matter the size of your home, it seems like the utility closet, or whatever space you use to stash
your cleaning supplies, is always a chaotic mess. Keep your mops, brooms, dusters, and dustpans
off the floor and neatly suspended from S-hooks on a towel bar, or rod.
Squeeze Space out of a Small Bathroom
Without a linen closet or vanity cabinet, you have limited storage options for towels and other bath
supplies. But if you invest in just a few S-hooks, you can keep these bathroom must-haves off the
floor and close at hand.
PRODUCT DETAILS
brand new and high quality S-shaped Anti-rust Hangers HooksPackage Weight: 430 gMaximum
load:30 poundsMaterial: durable anti-rust stainless steelCare instructions: Wipe clean with a damp
clothColor: White, red, gray, black, transparent (random allocation)Packing: independent packaging
in a transparent bagProduct height:large4.3in, medium3.5in, small2.8inHanging mouth

widthlarge1.4in medium1.2in, small0.9inQuantity:40 pieces of S-shaped metal hangers hooks in one
set will be sold together (10 large, 10 medium, 20 small ) Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code,
discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for
money.

